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CPT GLOBAL LIMITED (ASX: CGO)

CPT Global Limited and Wipro Limited Partner to Deliver
Testing Services to a Large Financial Institution in Australia

CPT Global Limited (ASX: CGO) (CPT) today announced a partnership with Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:

507685, NSE: WIPRO), a leading global information technology consulting and business process services
company, to deliver IT testing services to one of Australia’s largest financial institutions.

As part of this partnership, CPT and Wipro will deliver the testing services together for the customer over

a five year term. The agreement is a testament to CPT’s testing expertise in the Australian market.
Combined with Wipro’s leadership and maturity in the testing services space and vast global footprint, the
partnership is expected to deliver transformational outcomes for the client.

The scope of the partnership with Wipro encompasses test management, test governance, test
environment management, as well as functional and non-functional testing. The client is expected to

realise cost reductions and efficiency gains through automation, the use of specialist software, innovation
and optimal mix of resources and skills.

Commenting on the partnership, David Lynch, CEO Australia & Asia – CPT Global said, “We’re excited to

be partnering with Wipro and are pleased to be embarking upon our first customer engagement, together.

The synergies between Wipro’s best practices and global delivery capability and CPT’s deep technical

experience, trust from clients and testing capability, help us offer a unique value proposition for assuring

quality business outcomes whilst driving efficiency for customers. We see immense potential for
expanding the success of our partnership with Wipro.”

About CPT Global Limited

CPT Global is an international leader in the provision of expert skills to deliver fast, efficient and assured

digital solutions and IT, with an extensive client base across banking, telecommunications and
government. Our specialised consultancy has three main focus areas. Technical Consulting services to

enhance the speed, performance and reliability of technology and digital platforms with core offerings of

Capacity Planning, Performance Engineering and Testing. CPT also provides Assurance services to provide
independent expert advice and management over large scale change programs, transformations,
production and IT operations. CPT’s Management Consulting services deliver Strategic Advice on IT
Investment,

Program

and

Project

Management,

Governance,

Sourcing

Strategies

and

Digital

Transformation. CPT partners with some of the world’s leading technology solution providers to deliver
outcomes for our clients.
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